Abstract. The maximum agreement subtree approach is one method of reconciling different evolutionary trees for the same set of species. An agreement subtree enables choosing a subset of the species for whom the restricted subtree is equivalent (under a suitable definition) in all given evolutionary trees.
1. Introduction. One of the methods for classifying hierarchical relations between different objects is by representing them in a tree [12] . In particular, trees have been used to represent evolutionary splits among species (cf. [11, 18, 3] ). Different methods of classification may lead to different trees. It is natural to try to resolve differing evolutionary trees in a manner that will increase our confidence in the results.
There are two ways one can go about handling different evolutionary trees for the same species. One may try to construct a consensus tree that is "close" to all given trees. This direction was taken by several researchers (e.g., [15] ). Another direction, the one that concerns us in this paper, is extracting a maximum set of species about whom we are confident. This method, introduced by Gordon [10] , involves obtaining a maximum agreement subtree.
There are several alternate ways to define a maximum agreement subtree. One approach was taken by Finden and Gordon [7] .
Definition. Let S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } be a set of labels. An S-labeled tree T is a tree with n leaves, each labeled with a distinct element of S; i.e., no two leaves have the same label. Let T be an S-labeled tree and let S ′ ⊆ S. H(T, S ′ ) is the minimal homeomorphic subtree of T (all degree 2 nodes are contracted) containing exactly the leaves labeled by S ′ . Let T 1 , . . . , T k be S-labeled trees. A maximum homeomorphic agreement subtree of T 1 , . . . , T k (M HT (T 1 , . . . , T k )) is a maximum cardinality set S ′ ⊆ S such that H(T 1 , S ′ ) = H(T 2 , S ′ ) = · · · = H(T k , S ′ ). We will also refer to the problem of finding a maximum homeomorphic agreement subtree as the MHT problem.
We will interchangeably refer to an MHT as a tree or set of labels. There is no ambiguity since a set of labels uniquely defines the contracted subtree whose leaves are exactly the given set, if that set of labels is in a homeomorphic agreement subtree.
The most general possible way to view agreement subtree is by assigning each edge an interval weight, i.e., the conjectured range of time it took to evolve along this edge. This idea is very similar to the "graph-sandwich" of Farach, Kannan, and Warnow [4] . Informally, the maximum interval weight agreement subtree (MIWT) of k S-labeled trees T 1 , . . . , T k is a maximum set S ′ ⊆ S such that ∀s, t ∈ S ′ the distance between s and t is within the allowable range in all trees T 1 , . . . , T k . A precise definition is provided in section 7.
Finden and Gordon [7] gave a heuristic algorithm for the MHT problem for two trees T 1 , T 2 . Their result is not guaranteed to be an M HT (T 1 , T 2 ). An algorithm of complexity O(n 1/2+ǫ log 2 n ) was presented by E. Kubicka, G. Kubicki, and McMorris [14] . This algorithm is also for the MHT problem of two trees. This result was improved by Warnow and Steel [17] to finding M HT (T 1 , T 2 ) in time O(n 2 ) for bounded degree trees and O(n 4.5 log n) for unbounded degree trees. A similar method was independently found by Goddard et al. [9] for finding M HT (T 1 , T 2 ) of binary trees in time O(n 2 ). Farach and Thorup [6] further improved these results to O(n 2 c √ log n ) for unbounded degree trees.
The algorithms of [17, 6, 9] handle only the restricted case of two trees. They can be generalized, but then they become exponential in the number of trees. In reality, sometimes thousands of trees need to be considered [9] . As for the maximum interval weight agreement subtree, there are currently no solutions to this problem.
In this paper we present the first known solution to the realistic versions of the maximum agreement subtree problem. In addition, we use novel methods for tackling this problem. The main idea behind our algorithms is to use divide and conquer rather than dynamic programming. A naive top-down algorithm would quickly reach exponential time, but we exploit some subtle internal properties of tree partitions in a manner that assures an efficient algorithm. Surprisingly, the algorithm is simple and easily programmable.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• We show that for unbounded degree trees, M HT (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) and M IW T (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) are N P-complete.
• We present an approximation algorithm for finding a set of leaves that are not in an MHT of k unbounded degree evolutionary trees. Our algorithm runs in time O(kn 5 ). The approximation factor of our algorithm is 4.
• For trees T 1 , . . . , T k , where at least one of which has degree bounded by d, we present algorithms for finding M HT (T 1 , . . . , T k ) and M IW T (T 1 , . . . , T k ) in time O(kn d+1 + n 2d ). This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we prove the N P-completeness of the M HT (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) and M IW T (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) problem for unbounded degree trees. In section 3 we give the approximation algorithm for the MHT problem of k unbounded degree trees. In section 4, we define a very simple version of the MIWT problem (the maximum isomorphic agreement subtree or MIT problem) and give an efficient algorithm for trees of bounded degree. In section 5 we show the algorithm for computing an MHT of k trees, one of which has degree bounded by d. In section 6 we consider the special case of the MIWT problem where all weight ranges are a single weight (the MWT problem). We give an efficient algorithm for finding M W T (T 1 , . . . , T k ), where at least one of the trees has a small bounded degree. In section 7 we provide an efficient algorithm for the maximum interval agreement subtree of a set of trees.
We conclude with open problems and future research.
2. Multiple unbounded degree trees. We show that finding the M HT (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) is an N P-complete problem (the same proof applies to M IW T (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 )). First define the decision problem:
Homeomorphic agreement subtree of 3 unbounded degree trees (3-HUT). INSTANCE: Three S-labeled trees T 1 , T 2 , T 3 of unbounded degree, where S = {s 1 , . . . , s n };
Proof. It is clearly in N P. We will reduce the 3-dimensional matching problem (3DM) [8] to 3-HUT. In 3DM the input is a set M ⊆ W × X × Y , where W, X, Y are disjoint q-element sets. We need to answer if there is a set M ′ ⊆ M of size q, where no two elements of M ′ agree in any coordinate. Construct three trees T 1 , T 2 , T 3 as follows. Each tree T i has a root r i and each root has q children. The children of r 1 correspond to the elements of W , the children of r 2 correspond to the elements of X, and the children of r 3 correspond to the elements of Y . Take S = M . For every element e = w, x, y ∈ M attach a child labeled e to the node that corresponds to w in T 1 , to the node that corresponds to x in T 2 , and to the node that corresponds to y in T 3 .
Assuming that the roots r 1 , r 2 , r 3 appear in a maximum homeomorphic subtree, then any two elements of M that agree on one or two coordinates will not be on a homeomorphic subtree of all three trees. We force the roots to be in a maximum homeomorphic subtree, by adding to each root q + 1 children labeled x 1 , . . . , x q+1 , where the x i are new and distinct symbols. Thus it is easy to see that there is an M ′ of size q iff there is a homeomorphic subtree of all three trees of size 2q + 1.
3. An approximation algorithm. We have seen that constructing the set of leaves whose restricted subtree is homeomorphic to their restricted subtree in all trees is an N P-hard problem. We now provide an approximation algorithm for constructing the set of leaves that are not in an MHT. The approximation algorithm is based on the following property, which was first proved by Bandelt and Dress [2] . We present the theorem and a new proof.
Theorem 2. Two evolutionary trees are homeomorphic iff all 4-leaf subtrees generate homeomorphic subtrees.
Proof. One direction is immediate. We will prove that if all 4-leaf subtrees generate homeomorphic subtrees then the trees are homeomorphic.
Call a vertex of degree greater than 2 a non-2-vertex. Call two leaves twins if the path connecting them has at most one intermediate non-2-vertex. Every tree contains at least one pair of twins. This can be seen by the following argument. Consider a path with the largest number of non-2-vertices. Let the leaf ends of this path be a and b. Let v be the closest non-2-vertex to a (a similar argument works for b). There is a path from v to a, to b, and to at least some other leaf c. In the path from v to a and from v to c there are no non-2-vertices otherwise, the path from a to b would not be maximal. Therefore, a and c are twins.
Proceed with proving theorem by induction on the number of leaves n. If n ≤ 4 theorem is trivially true. For n > 4 let x and y be a pair of twins in tree T 1 whose intermediate non-2-vertex is z. We claim that x and y are twins in tree T 2 as well. Otherwise, let z 1 and z 2 be two non-2-vertices on the path from x to y in T 2 . Since both are non-2-vertices, there exist leaves p and q such that p branches off z 1 and q branches off z 2 . Thus, in the subtree generated by x, y, p, q in T 2 , x and y are separated by 2 non-2-vertices; whereas in the subtree generated by x, y, p, q in T 1 they are separated by only one non-2-vertex. Hence, these two subtrees cannot be homeomorphic. See Figure 1 . Now remove the path from z to y in both trees. Inductively, the resulting two trees are homeomorphic. Clearly then, adding the path from z to y in both T 1 and T 2 will still yield two homeomorphic trees.
Let S4 be the set of all 4-element subsets of S that do not generate a homeomorphic subtree in all trees. S4 can be constructed in time O(kn
′ is a cover of S4 and every other cover is at least as large as S ′ . Theorem 2 implies that if S ′ is a minimum cover of S4 then the homeomorphic restriction of S − S ′ in all trees is an MHT. The following algorithm is similar to the approximation algorithm for vertex cover [8] .
The set S a produced by the approximation algorithm is a cover of S4 and is at most four times the size of a minimum cover of S4.
Proof. S a is clearly a cover. Let A be the set of all elements of S4 chosen by step 2.1. For any α 1 , α 2 ∈ A, α 1 ∩ α 2 = ∅. Thus any cover of S4 has at least |A| elements. S a has 4|A| elements.
4. Maximum isomorphic agreement subtree. For simplicity's sake, we start by presenting an algorithm for the MIWT problem for k trees, where the edge weights are uniformly 1. We call this the maximum isomorphic agreement subtree problem (MIT), formally defined below. The general MIWT problem is handled in section 7.
Definition. Let T 1 , . . . , T k be S-labeled trees. A maximum isomorphic agreement subtree of T 1 , . . . , T k (M IT (T 1 , . . . , T k )) is a maximum set S ′ ⊆ S such that ∀s, t ∈ S ′ the distance between s and t is the same in all trees T 1 , . . . , T k .
The following tree property, due to Smolenskii [16] , establishes that the subtrees induced by M IT (T 1 , . . . , T k ) in T 1 , . . . , T k are indeed isomorphic.
Theorem 4. Two labeled trees are isomorphic iff the distance between any two leaves with corresponding labels is the same in both trees.
To further elucidate our idea, let us restrict ourselves to the case of binary trees T 1 , . . . , T k . We also introduce the following notation. Assume we fix a node labeled r as the root. Since r appears in all our trees, we may now consider T 1 , . . . , T k as directed trees rooted at r. Since all edges are now directed, there is a unique subtree rooted at every node. Let x be a node in T i . Denote the subtree rooted at x by T i (x). We denote the distance of node x from the root as a superscript, i.e., if d(x, r) = p then we write x p . The main idea behind our algorithm is to use a top-down approach. We will show that the structure of our problem prevents an exponential time blow-up.
The first crucial observation we make is that there is at least one label in M IT (T 1 , . . . , T k ). If we had a priori knowledge of such a label, say r, we could root all the trees at r. This fixes the direction of the edges, so for the next levels in the recursion there is only one possible root for every subtree.
The following lemma is also an important factor in understanding our algorithm. Lemma 5. Let s and t be leaves of M IT (T 1 , . . . , T k ). Suppose there is a tree T i and x p i ∈ T i such that s, t ∈ T i (x p i ). Then for every j = 1, . . . , k there exists a node x p j ∈ T j for which s, t ∈ T j (x p j ). Proof. Consider the meeting point of the three pairwise paths of the leaves s, t, and r. Since s, t, r are leaves of M IT (T 1 , . . . , T k ), then Theorem 4 says their distances from each other are the same in all the trees T 1 , . . . , T k . These distances d(s, t), d(s, r), and d(t, r) determine that the distance from r to the meeting point is (d(r, s)+d(r, t)− d(s, t))/2 = p in all trees.
Algorithm Outline for r = s 1 to s n do root all trees at r. find M IT (T 1 , . . . , T k ) (A recursive algorithm for rooted MIT follows). choose the largest of all n rooted M IT 's. end Algorithm
Before we proceed to the algorithm for rooted MIT, we define the concept of thread intersection. This is a key concept that appears in many of our algorithms. It is properties of these intersections that prevent an exponential time blow-up of the algorithms.
We first intuitively describe the concept. Suppose a set of k nodes x i ∈ T i , i = 1, ..., k is given. Each of these nodes may have several children. A thread is a choice of one son of each of the x i 's.
Definition. Let {x 1 , . . . , x k } be a fixed set of nodes where x i ∈ T i , i = 1, . . . , k, and let L(x i ) ⊆ S be the set of labels in T (x i ) (the subtree rooted at x i ). Let {x i1 , . . . , x ipi } be the set of children of x i .
The thread σ = 1, 1, 2, 1 for nodes A k-tuple σ x1,...,
(In other words, a thread for a set of k nodes is a pointer from each of the k nodes to a specific one of its children.) Wherever the set of nodes {x 1 , . . . , x k } is clear from the text we will drop the index x 1 , . . . , x k and denote the thread simply by σ.
For an example see Figure 2 . Let A be the union of all thread intersections for a fixed set of nodes. The following simple observation guarantees that the nonempty thread intersections form a partition of A.
Lemma 6. Let σ 1 , σ 2 be threads for nodes
The idea behind our algorithm is the straightforward one. Assume we are guaranteed that node r is in a MIT. We now root all the trees at r. Theorem 4 and Lemma 5 now assure us that if other nodes appear in the MIT then the child x i of r in each tree T i , i = 1, . . . , k, has to be in the MIT also.
Thus a naive way of constructing the MIT is by considering all possible combinations of children of the x i 's, i = 1, . . . , k. In particular, if all the trees are binary trees, assume the children of x i are x i1 and x i2 . For each thread σ of the nodes x 1 , . . . , x k recursively find an MIT
. Construct a tree whose root is r, its child is x 1 and make the roots of T 1 and T 2 the children of x 1 . Each such tree is an isomorphic agreement subtree. The largest of them is a maximal isomorphic agreement subtree.
The naive algorithm described above has exponential running time since there are 2 k combinations to check at each level of the recursion. The algorithm below is essentially the same as the naive algorithm but avoids the need to check an exponential number of thread combinations by exploiting the fact that the threads form a partition; hence there are only very few nonempty thread intersections. We check only the nonempty ones.
Recursive Algorithm for Finding Rooted MIT of Binary Trees 1. prune all trees to include only the labels that are equidistant to r in all trees.
The trees are now of the following form: Tree T i has root r. r has one child x
Details of the construction appear in the implementation of step 2 below. Let the thread intersections be of sizes n 1 , . . . , n i , respectively. ( i j=1 n j ≤ n − 1.) Let T jl be the minimal subtree of T j rooted at x j and containing exactly the leaves in T j ∩ S l . In the next level of the recursion, x j has only the single child appearing in the chosen thread. The role of r will be played by x j . We continue using only the nonroot leaves of the tree as our counting basis, with the root never contributing. construct i tuples T 11 , . . . , T k1 , . . . , T 1i , . . . , T ki . recursively find the M IT of each of the i tuples. 3. The MIT will be composed of putting together the MITs of different thread intersections. Since our trees are binary trees, a choice of thread σ forces at most one possibility for its counterpart, the threadσ such thatσ
Note thatσ may be empty either because of an empty intersection or even because some x i has only a single child.
). Pair all threads into { σ 1 ,σ 1 , . . . , σ i ′ ,σ i ′ } where each pair has at least one thread with a nonempty intersection. It is clear that i ′ ≤ i. (Recall that i is the number of nonempty disjoint thread intersections found in step 2.) Each M IT (σ) is a binary tree whose root has a single child. Let M IT ( σ,σ ) be the tree resulting from merging the roots of M IT (σ) and M IT (σ) into a single node that has two children. This node is the single child of r.
Correctness. The algorithm's main action takes place in step 2. The fact that the MIT is an isomorphic subtree of all trees means that each of x k is the child of r in the MIT restricted to T 1 , . . . , T k , respectively. The MIT is then the best combination of children of the x i 's. The partition property of the thread intersections limits the number of recursive cases that need to be considered to i < n rather than 2 k since all other thread intersections are necessarily empty.
Step 3 is correct because in a binary tree every choice of right or left forces a single remaining option.
Implementation of step 2. Our goal is to decide in polynomial time which of the 2 k possible threads gives a nonempty thread intersection. When constructing a thread, at each of the k trees we make one choice. Either we choose a 1 (if x i1 is in the thread) or a 2 (x i2 in the thread). Constructing all these choices is equivalent to a breadth-first-search of the complete depth-k binary tree where each node has a left son labeled 1 and a right son labeled 2. Visiting child e, e ∈ {1, 2} at level d means adding x de to the thread. We will in fact be intersecting with L(x de ). We are guaranteed that the nonempty sets are disjoint at every node at every fixed level. We do not continue the search at any branch where the empty set is reached. The sum of all elements in the sets for each level is at most n − 1, thus the total time to construct step 2 is O(kn).
Algorithm time. The time for computing the MIT of k rooted trees is given by the following recurrence:
. Total algorithm time. Since the rooted MIT algorithm has to be run n times, the total time is O(kn 3 ). It is easy to see that the above algorithm will also work for trees where T 1 has degree bounded by d > 2. The only use we made of the fact that the trees are binary was in step 3. In the binary tree case, choosing a σ fixes σ for purposes of recursively constructing an MIT. Now, however, we need to make sure that we pick the maximum of the choice of all nonconflicting threads, where a thread σ 1 conflicts with a thread σ 2 of the same nodes if ∃i such that
. Obviously, two conflicting threads cannot be joined together in the same agreement subtree. There are going to be 
. We now choose the best MIT over all nonconflicting thread combinations.
The recurrence is now
, where i l=1 n l = n. Thus the total algorithm time for degree bounded by d trees is O(kn d+1 ). It should be noted that the algorithm does not require all trees to have bounded degree. It will work even for the case where only one tree has bounded degree d. However, if all trees have degree bounded by d, then each set of d − 2 threads forces a unique (d − 1)th thread (as in the binary tree case above) and the total algorithm time is then O(kn d ).
5. Maximum homeomorphic agreement subtree. We now consider the task of finding an MHT subtree of k trees, where the degree of at least one of the trees is bounded.
We follow the same ideas as before. We basically use a naive brute-force algorithm that normally produces an exponential time solution. However, we will define special sets of labels-maximal decomposable sets-and show that considering these sets alone is sufficient for finding an MHT. Since there is only a polynomial number of such sets, our algorithm's time is therefore polynomial.
Before presenting the algorithm, we need some more definitions and observations. Notation. Let A ⊆ S. We denote the tree M HT (H (T 1 , A) , . . . , H(T k , A)) by M HT (A). To avoid unnecessary notation, we will also use the notation M HT (A) to denote the set of labels of M HT (A).
Definition. A set A ⊆ S is decomposable if there exist x 1 ∈ T 1 , . . . , x k ∈ T k such that each x i , i = 1, . . . , k, has at least p children which can be labeled {a, e, d} is a maximal decomposable set that decomposes to {a, e} ∪ {d}.
The roots of the decomposition are x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . Fig. 3 . Example of a decomposable set.
x i1 , . . . , x ip , p ≥ 2, and such that A = A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A p , where A j are mutually disjoint nonempty sets and A j ⊆ L(x ij ), j = 1, . . . , p; i = 1, . . . , k. We say that A decomposes to A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A p , and that x 1 , . . . , x k are the roots of the decomposition.
In other words, there is a node in each one of the trees, where the label set is split among p children in the same fashion. See Figure 3 .
Note that the number of decomposable sets may still be exponential. Consider as an example two identical complete binary trees. Every label subset with more than two leaves is a decomposable set. We would like to limit the number of label sets that need to be considered.
Definition. Let A be a decomposable set which decomposes to A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A p . A is a maximal decomposable set if there does not exist a decomposable set B such that A is a proper subset of B and such that B decomposes to B 1 ∪ · · · ∪ B q , q ≥ p where every A i , i = 1, . . . , p, is a subset of a distinct B j .
An alternate way of viewing maximal decomposable sets is by considering the roots of the decomposition. A set of nodes x 1 ∈ T 1 , . . . , x k ∈ T k defines a set of maximal decomposable sets. Each of these maximal decomposable sets is defined by a maximum p (p ≥ 2) and an ordered list of p children of each x i , which we will label x i1 , . . . , x ip (although note that the order of these nodes is not necessarily their left-to-right order in the trees
The maximality, then, is the fact that this set is the largest decomposable set defined by the given set of nodes. This limitation reduces the number of sets from exponential to polynomial, as can be seen from the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Let T 1 , . . . , T k be a set of trees where T 1 has degree bounded by d. Assume the trees are rooted at a common label r. Then there are O(n d−1 ) maximal decomposable sets.
Proof. We know that T 1 is a degree d tree, so in our case, no set can decompose to more than d − 1 subsets. Observe that if A decomposes to A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A d−1 , then for every (d − 1)-tuple a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d−1 , where a i ∈ A i , i = 1, . . . , d − 1, the lowest common ancestor of the d − 1 elements in each of the k tree is the node defined as the root of the decomposition in that tree. If, however, we are considering a maximal decomposable set, then each such tuple uniquely defines the set. The reason is that the LCA of the tuple finds the root of the decomposition, and the maximum subset in each of the d − 1 children that appears in all k trees is the maximal decomposition.
The following observation guarantees the polynomial time of our algorithm.
Proof. Let A be maximal decomposable, and let H be the homeomorphic restriction of T i to A ∪ {r}. The root of H is r. Each x i , the root of the decomposition in T i , is the restriction of the only child of r in H. It is clear that the only chance of getting a nonempty MHT is by matching equal subsets to each other. The maximum number we can get is by matching all equal subsets to each other.
If A is not maximal decomposable then for each i, i = 1, . . . , k, let x i be the node in T i that is the restriction of r's child in the MHT. Because x 1 , . . . , x k appear in the MHT then they are either leaves or each has children x i1 , . . . , x ip , p > 1, where
Thus if B is the maximal decomposable set of A for nodes x 1 , . . . , x k , then M HT (A) = M HT (B) and B ⊆ A.
The above observation means that it is sufficient to compute the M HT of maximal decomposable sets.
We now present an algorithm for finding the MHT of a set of trees where tree T 1 (which we may assume has the smallest degree) has degree bounded by d. As in the previous sections we present the part that assumes root r. The general algorithm chooses as the MHT the largest tree produced by each of the rooted cases.
For simplicity of the presentation, we will separate the algorithm into two parts. One part that constructs all maximal decomposable subsets of S − {r}, and a second part that constructs the MHT of all maximal decomposable subsets.
Algorithm for Constructing all Maximal Decomposable Subsets (degree bounded by d tree)
For each (d − 1)-tuple a 1 , . . . , a d−1 of elements from S − {r} do:
If such an x i is found for every T i , i = 1, . . . , k then construct the maximal sets
as a maximal decomposable set. end end Algorithm Time. The algorithm loops n d−1 times. It takes time O(kn) to find the x i 's (step 1) and to construct the A i 's (step 2). The total time is O(kn d ). Correctness. We have correctness by Theorem 7. We are now ready to present the algorithm for finding the MHT of k trees one of which has degree bounded by d.
Algorithm for Rooted MHT (degree bounded by d tree) 1. Construct all n d−1 maximal decomposable sets. 2. Order the maximal decomposable sets by the subset relation. 6. Maximum weighted agreement subtree (MWT). An MHT of a set of trees produces a tree whose shape is common to all trees. However, this does not take into account the conjectured time each evolutionary split took. Our final goal is a tree where the distances between nodes are conjectured, i.e., given as a range of numbers. However, we start with the case where the distances between nodes in each of the evolutionary trees are given exactly. This case is a special case of the maximum interval subtree discussed in the next section. However, we treat it separately for two reasons: 1) it introduces some concepts that are used later in the interval case 2) it has a faster algorithm than the general case.
Definition. Let T 1 , . . . , T k be S-labeled trees with integer weights on the edges. A maximum weighted agreement subtree of
′ ⊆ S such that ∀s, t ∈ S ′ the distance between s and t (the sum of the weights on the edges of the path between them) is the same in all trees T 1 , . . . , T k . We will also refer to the problem of finding a maximum weighted agreement subtree as the MWT problem. This is a generalization of the MIT problem (there every edge had weight 1). However, we cannot immediately reduce the MWT problem to the MIT problem by replacing every weight-i edge by i weight-1 edges, since then the problem size may grow exponentially.
Let T 1 and T 2 be two S-labeled trees with integer weights on the edges. T 1 and T 2 are w-isomorphic if the distance between every two labeled edges is the same in both trees.
Theorem 9. Two labeled trees with no 2-vertices (vertices of degree 2) are wisomorphic iff they are isomorphic as leaf-labeled trees and corresponding edges have the same weight.
Proof. For rational weights, this is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4. Theorem 9 asserts that in different trees of the given set, subtrees corresponding to the M W T may differ only in edges incident to 2-vertices. In addition, the sum of the weights of a maximal chain of 2-vertices (whose end points are not 2-vertices) must be the same for all corresponding pairs of non-2-vertices in all the trees.
For the sake of exposition we again assume that all our trees are binary trees. The algorithm outline is generally unchanged from the MIT case. The only exceptions are the following necessary changes.
• As in the MIT case, the recursion always treats rooted trees where the root has a single child x and that child has two children x 1 and x 2 . Unlike the MIT case, our root is always taken to be r and the weight of the edge from r to x is the sum of the weights from r to x in the original tree.
• If the children of r in all the trees have the same distance to r the case is handled exactly like the MIT algorithm.
• If there are at least two children of r with different distances to r, let i be the tree with the smallest distance d(x i , r). Because of Theorem 9, it is impossible for x i to be in an MWT as a 3-vertex. Therefore, we split the tree T i (x i ) into two trees T i (x i1 ) and T i (x i2 ), where x i1 and x i2 are x i 's children. We now have two MWT problems of smaller size. Termination. The algorithm terminates since a tree split always reduces the size of the remaining trees. Since there are kn nodes initially, and every split reduces the size of the trees by at least one node, there can be no more than kn splits.
Time. The time complexity of the algorithm does not change. Although we may split the problem several times during the course of the algorithm, the sizes of the problems are reduced with each split. Because of convexity of the time function, the complexity is worst when there is no split. This is exactly the MIT case.
Total algorithm time. O(kn 3 ). Total algorithm time for degree bounded by d trees.
7. Maximum interval agreement subtree. An MHT of k trees provides, in a sense, the greatest number of leaves whose underlying tree structure has a similar shape. An MWT provides a maximum set of leaves where the exact distances between them are preserved. The big problem is that the exact distances are not usually known. We would like a metric that gives us the advantage of both structure and "approximate" distance. We approximate the distance between two nodes by a pair of numbers [a, b] , where a ≤ b. This pair represents the interval between a and b and its meaning is that the distance between the edge's head and tail is within that interval. We are interested in the largest set of leaves that has an underlying tree with edge weights in the intersection of all appropriate intervals. Formally we have the following definition.
Definition. Let T 1 , . . . , T k be S-labeled trees. Assume that every edge is labeled by a pair of numbers [a, b] , where a ≤ b. We call such trees S-labeled interval labeled trees. An instantiation T ′ of an S-labeled interval labeled tree T is an S-labeled weighted tree (as defined in section 6) where all nodes and edges of T ′ are equal to the nodes and edges of T and where every edge of T ′ is labeled by a number in the interval label of that edge in T .
A maximum interval agreement subtree of
i is an instantiation of T i for i = 1, . . . , k. We refer to the problem of finding a maximum interval agreement subtree as the MIWT problem.
Note that all previous agreement metrics are special cases of MIWT. In MIT, we assume all intervals are [1, 1] . In MWT, any edge weight a is interval [a, a]. In MHT, we assume all intervals are [1, n − 1]. We presented the case separately for historical and methodological reasons.
The key observation for the MIWT problem is that Theorem 9 guarantees that a MIWT of k trees is also a homeomorphic agreement subtree of those trees (because it is an MWT of some instantiation of them). Once this observation is made the following algorithm follows naturally. Before presenting the algorithm, we need one more definition.
Definition. The distance interval between node x and y in an interval labeled tree is the interval [z, w] where z is the sum of the smaller elements of each of the pairs on the path from x to y, and w is the sum of the larger elements.
Algorithm for MIWT
We modify the MHT algorithm to return MIWT. The only necessary modification is the following:
1. For each homeomorphic agreement subtree T ′ handled by the algorithm do (a) for each tree T i , i = 1, . . . , k do for every path in T i corresponding to an edge in T ′ compute the distance interval of that path (b) { Every edge in T ′ now has k distance intervals associated with it. } for every edge in T ′ where the k distance intervals have a nonempty intersection, discard the edge and the entire subtree rooted to its head end Algorithm.
Theorem 10. The above algorithm computes a MIWT of k trees in time O(kn d+1 + n 2d ), where there is at least one tree of degree bounded by d. Proof. Correctness follows immediately from the observation that every MIWT is also a homeomorphic agreement subtree.
We need to prove the time bounds. The added modification can be implemented in time O(kn) and needs to be added for every maximal decomposable set. Since there are O(n d ) such sets, the asymptotic time complexity of the algorithm does not change, and is O(kn d+1 + n 2d ).
8. Future work. Although the N P-completeness proof of the unbounded degree case prepares us for having the degree d as an exponent in our time complexity, it would be nice to reduce the time for finding the MWT to O(c d p(n, k)), where p is a polynomial, rather than O(n d ). We presented here an approximation for the problem of finding the complement of the MHT. In [13] it was proven that the MHT problem for three trees with unbounded degree cannot be approximated within ratio n ǫ for any constant ǫ ≤ 1. For the case of bounded degree trees, the time was improved by [5] . From a graph theoretic aspect, it would be interesting to find a maximum agreement subtree in the sense of maximizing the number of edges, while using true contraction. The number is no less than n because every tree can be contracted to a star. However, again in [13] it was shown that this prolem is N P-hard even for two trees.
An ambitious problem is to define "tree closeness" metrics and efficiently find the closest tree to a set of trees keeping all the leaves.
